Interview Venue:
Centre for Information and Guidance India
Golf Link Rd, Chevayoor, Calicut – 673 017

From Kozhikode Railway Station to Centre for Information and Guidance India

**Directions:**

From Kozhikode Railway Station→Head north on Railway Station Rd→Turn right at Railway Station Bus Stop ontoLink Rd→Turn left at Web Hosting Vezuz onto NH17→Turn right at Palayam Jct onto MM Ali Rd→At Poonthanam Jct, MM Ali Rd turns slightly right and becomes Jail Rd→Slight left at Taxi Mini Bus Parking onto Mini Bypass Rd→At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto Mavoor Rd→At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit and stay on Mavoor Rd→Turn left at VRCA Education onto Golf Link Rd→Destination will be on the right→Centre for Information and Guidance India